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The operating environment of today’s electric utility industry has changed 
dramatically within the past few years. Various regulations increased 
competitive pressures especially on investor-owned utilities. In addition, the 
industry also has to deal with environmental concerns. One of these new 
challenges is energy conservation. Energy conservation becomes more 
important due to global problems and new national regulations. The industry 
employs many measures to face these problems, one important tool is demand- 
side management (DSM). Energy efficiency or conservation programs account 
for the main part of DSM. They help to defer needs for new generation 
capacity, which becomes important because demand for electricity has almost 
reached the limits of today’s electric generating capaWlity.
The Northwest (Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington) is a ripe 
territory for energy conservation, because per capita electricity consumption is 
well above national levels. Against this background, this thesis analyzes 
conservation programs of the investor-owned utilities operating in the 
Northwest. Examined programs address the residential, commercial, and 
industrial sectors. Although, non-residential programs usually address the 
commercial as well as the industrial sector. However, programs for the different 
sectors vary significantly with regard to addressed applications, employed 
marketing instruments, and achieved energy savings. In general, conservation 
programs for the residential sector are targeted to specific end-uses, whereas 
programs for the commercial and industrial sectors address a broader variety of 
end-uses. Trade ally cooperation, direct customer contact, and direct financial 
incentives are the marketing instruments that most conservation programs 
employ. Early conservation programs addressed the residential sector; 
commercial and industrial programs followed later. Today, the commercial and 
industrial sectors have become more important with regard to energy savings 
and account for an increasing percentage of total energy savings.
The need for energy conservation has influenced the role of marketing in 
the electric utility industry significantly. Conservation programs became an 
integral part of marketing. Utilities realized that emphasizing energy 
conservation enabled them to learn more about their customer’s needs and to 
tie customer closer to their utility in times of increasing competition. However, 
future conservation programs will have a different emphasis than today’s 
programs in order to become less labor- and cost-intensive and therefore 
allowing the utility to provide low-cost electricity services.
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Chapter I; 
Introduction
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A. Purpose
For a long time, the electric utility industry had an investor-owned, regulated 
monopoly structure. Price regulation allowed utilities to earn a reasonable profit. 
Together with increasing and inelastic demand, this led to a period of sustained 
growth for the Industry. However, this stable environment was disturbed in the 
1970s. In response, regulation changed and the industry had to change the old 
paradigms to face new ones.
In addition, the industry also has had to deal with environmental 
concerns. One of these new challenges is energy conservation. Energy 
conservation is necessary due to global problems and new national regulations. 
Nonetheless, utilities had difficulties in dealing with conservation programs 
because it was in the utilities’ best interest to sell more energy in order to gain 
higher profits between rate cases. However, selling more energy contradicts 
energy conservation and utility profits were threatened. Decreases would occur 
within the framework of existing ratemaking procedures. Most utilities had 
problems integrating energy conservation into their marketing plans.
Against this background, this paper will show the impact of energy 
conservation on marketing in the electric utility industry. Conservation programs 
will be analyzed with regard to what kind of customer groups they address, 
which applications they emphasize, and what kind of marketing instruments 
they employ.
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This paper does not claim to draw a total picture about energy conservation in 
the electric utility industry but will show how specific utilities face the challenge 
of energy conservation. The electric utility industry itself and conservation 
programs in particular, are Influenced by more issues than can be addressed 
within the framework of this paper. Nonetheless, the paper addresses the 
relevant issues and provides a general presentation of the impact of energy 
conservation on the marketing practices of the electric utility industry.
B. Research Design
The thesis will concentrate on the Northwestern area of the United States rather 
than examining the whole country. The paper's focus will be on electric utilities 
in the area of the Northwest Power Planning Council, including Idaho, Montana, 
Oregon, and Washington. The Northwest is an obvious place for energy 
conservation because per capita electric consumption is well above national 
averages. The higher usage is primarily due to low prices (Marks, 1992). 
However, completely isolating the Northwest from national and global Issues 
would mean to ignore important influences on the energy industry in the region. 
Therefore, the paper will present background information on the industry as well 
as on energy conservation under a broader point of view.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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First, the thesis will present the history and the development of the electric 
utility industry In the United States. General industry characteristics will explain 
the specifics of the electric utility industry and will be compared with 
characteristics of the industry in the Northwest where differences exist.
The next step will be a closer examination of energy conservation. The 
thesis will present the needs for energy conservation on a global as well as on 
a national level. Furthermore, demand-side management as an energy 
conservation method will be presented.
The thesis will also look at how energy conservation has influenced marketing 
in the electric utility industry of the Northwest. Conservation trends in the region 
will be presented. In order to provide a relevant analysis of conservation 
programs within the framework of limited time and financial resources, the 
paper will concentrate on the investor-owned utilities in the region.
The paper will describe characteristics of electricity supply and demand 
in the Northwest as well as power planning in the region. Furthermore, 
characteristics of the examined investor-owned utilities will be presented. 
Conservation programs will receive a closer look. The paper will describe 
general patterns of energy conservation in the Northwest and at the investor- 
owned utilities first, and then it will analyze their conservation programs. Two 
conservation programs will be presented in more detail. Furthermore, the thesis 
will describe the changing role of marketing in the electric utility industry,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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especially under the influence of energy conservation. Finally, findings will be 
summarized and conclusions presented.
Information collected for this thesis primarily comes from secondary sources.
The analysis of conservation programs is based on information published by the 
Northwest Power Planning Council in its "Green Book" (NPPO, 1994). This 
book describes conservation programs in the Northwest in a standardized 
format and therefore allows for further analyses. However, the investor-owned 
utilities were asked for information about their conservation programs and 
further telephone interviews were conducted. This input was added wherever it 
could make the analysis more relevant.
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Chapter II:
History and Development of the Electric Utility Industry
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A. Regulatory Era
After significant electric experiments in Europe in the 1730s and practical 
applications in the 1800s, the first commercial electric utility in the United States 
was founded in 1879 in San Francisco. In its early years, the new industry was 
characterized by rapid technological development. By the turn of the century, 
about 3,000 electric utilities were operating. The industry was also characterized 
by vertical integration. Generation (power production), transmission (long­
distance movement), and distribution (transfer to customer) of electricity were 
done by integrated electric utilities. (Moyer, 1993; Kamat & Silverman, 1992; 
Gordon, 1992). Regulation took place on the local level, many utilities were 
municipally-owned (Geddes, 1992; Hyman, 1994).
From the very beginning of the industry, electric utilities were formed as 
monopolies within the region they served because of the investment intensive 
nature of the business. Franchises were granted to electric utilities for given 
geographical areas by regulatory officials. To obtain a franchise, electric utilities 
had to provide service to all consumers in their territories at reasonable cost. 
(Energy Information Administration (EIA), 1994c). In the 1920s, the investor- 
owned, state-regulated monopoly structure of the industry emerged.
Though the industry wished to maintain its monopoly position, possible 
abuse of these monopolies was a public concern in the 1930s. Eventually, an 
informal public policy bargain developed, known as the social contract or
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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regulatory compact. It was composed of three Important characteristics: 
electric utilities remained natural monopolies
utilities agreed to price regulation (cost plus reasonable profit => "cost 
plus" pricing)
utilities agreed to serve all customers upon demand
However, utilities tried to evade regulatory oversight by using complex 
corporate structures. By 1932, the eight largest holding companies controlled 
73% of the investor-owned electric business. In order to break the power of the 
investor-owned utilities, the Federal Government established publicly-owned 
hydropower projects. (Hyman, 1994) In addition, the Public Utility Act was 
passed in 1935 with the Public Utility Holding Company Act (PUHCA) as its 
most important passage. Several holding companies had to break up and the 
remaining ones were forced under stronger regulatory control. Nonetheless, 
restructuring of the industry took until the 1960s to complete. (Gordon, 1992; 
EIA, 1992b)
Due to the industry’s monopoly structure as well as to high and largely 
Inelastic demand for electric services, the electric utility industry experienced a 
period of sustained growth. Furthermore, the economies of scale led to 
declining cost of electricity; prices for electricity fell steadily from 1882 to 1969 
(Hyman, 1994). However, even though the customer’s demand for economy
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and quality of service was important, generating value for stockholders was the 
predominant objective, because the industry was still largely investor-owned.
B. Change to a Deregulated Market
With the Northeast Blackout of 1965, doubts grew regarding the reliability of the 
existing electric utility system. However, the industry’s stable environment was 
seriously disturbed in the 1970s, when oil embargoes and economic crises led 
to increasing energy prices. Financial pressures made the investment in utilities 
unattractive and utility stock fell dramatically. (Hyman, 1994} Social and 
philosophical changes led to different public attitudes toward the energy 
industry. These developments eventually resulted in several new regulations.
The most important new regulation was the Public Utility Regulatory 
Policies Act (PÜRPA) of 1978 (Watson, 1994). It allowed non-utility generators 
(also called qualifying facilities (QFs)) to sell electricity generated under 
extremely favorable terms and was the first step towards competition in the 
electric industry. QFs could generate electricity without being essentially 
regulated, though they were only allowed to sell their electricity to utilities, not to 
end-consumers. (Moyer, 1993; Klebnikov, 1992; Joskow, 1982) QFs did not 
have transmission access and therefore sold power only to local utilities, often 
with the utility as owner or partner within a holding company.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The next step toward competition, the Energy Policy Act of 1992, allowed 
exempt wholesale generators (EWGs) to engage exclusively in the generation 
of electric power for sale at wholesale without being essentially regulated 
(Studness, 1993). EWGs have transmission access and can therefore sell to 
local or distant utilities, so called wholesale wheeling. (Moyer, 1993; Gee, 1993; 
Michaels, 1993; Watson, 1994).
Today, the discussion moves one step further to retail wheeling, which 
would require local utilities to allow their transmission lines to deliver power to 
their customers even if it was sold by a competing utility ("Competition", 1994; 
Bryant, 1994). Many utilities do not want mandatory transmission access 
usually connected with retail wheeling and prefer voluntary transmission access. 
(Kellerman & Furman, 1992; Bollum et al., 1992). Although competition is 
developing in electricity generation, transmission and distribution will remain a 
monopoly in the near future (EIA, 1992b).
Today’s electric utility industry is not as homogeneous as it used to be. 
Deregulation and increasing competition draw a new picture. In addition to the 
classical investor-owned utility, publicly or customer-owned utilities can be found 
(Hirst, 1992). Though the core businesses of both types of utility are electric 
services, both types are different in their business goals due to different 
stakeholder groups. The industry is also characterized by non-utility generators, 
who react differently from utilities because they are essentially unregulated.
In addition, regulators no longer simply agree to cost-plus pricing and closely
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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examine costs for Inclusion in rate bases and profit levels. The stable, 
monopoly environment has changed. The Industry is now characterized by 
regulatory disallowance, environmental impact, planning uncertainty and 
unstable national energy policies. (Collier, 1992)
C. Industry Characteristics^
The following section gives information about characteristics of the electric utility 
industry. It also emphasizes interesting differences between the industry in the 
Northwest and in the United States as a whole.
1. Type Of Utility
The electric power industry in the United States is composed of electric utilities 
and non-utility generators. Electric utilities can be subdivided into:
Investor-Owned Utilities (lOUs)
They are private businesses, who’s primary objective is to produce a return for 
investors. lOUs are granted a service monopoly in certain geographic areas
' If not otherwise cited, information in this paragraph refers to the year 
1992 and Is taken from the ElA’s "Electric Power Annual 1992" (EIA, 1994c).
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(franchise) and have to serve all consumers within their area on demand. They 
are regulated and required to charge reasonable prices. The majority provide 
generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity. There are 262 investor- 
owned utilities in the United States.
Publicly-Owned Utilities
These are nonprofit local government agencies, who serve nearby customers at 
cost. There are 2,017 publicly-owned electric utilities in the United States; they 
are especially common in Nebraska, Washington, Oregon, Arizona, and 
California. The majority simply distribute power.
Federal Utilities
They are primarily a producer and wholesaler of electricity, which is not 
generated for profit. Most of the electricity is sold to publicly-owned and 
cooperative electric utilities. The electricity generated is sold by federal power 
marketing administrations. There are 10 federal utilities in the United States.
Cooperatives
They are owned by their members and provide electricity to those members. 
They usually operate in rural areas with a lower concentration of consumers, 
which cannot be economically served by lOUs. There are 943 cooperatives in 
the United States.
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With the described deregulations of the industry, non-utility generators (NUGs) 
gained importance. NUGs are permitted to sell power to public utilities at a 
price not higher than the price the utility would pay for own generation (Moyer, 
1993; Klebnikov, 1992). NUGs can be subdivided into:
Qualifying Facilities under PURPA
These are cogenerators and small power producers, i.e. subdivision of a utility, 
qualifying for certain benefits under PURPA.
Other NUGs
They do not have a designated franchise area, produce electricity on wholesale, 
are unaffiliated with utilities, and lack significant marketing power (i.e.
Indepen dent-Power Producers, Exempt Wholesale Generators).
Generating capability of NUGs in the United States was 56,814 MW in 1992, 
accounting for about 8% of the total generating capability in the electric 
industry. Their future role will become increasingly important; they already 
account for about 50% of new capacity additions (Watson, 1994). However, 
investor-owned utilities are still the dominant factor in the industry.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Investor-owned 
76%
publicly-owned 
10%
cooperative
federâ?^
8% , ^ . 
publloiy-owned T©derai
11%
Investor-owned 
46%
Exh.1: Generating Capability by Type of Utility
(ElA, 1994c, p. 3; Bonneville Power Administration, 1994, p. 47)
In contrast to national trends, federal utilities play a much more important role in 
the Northwest. The Bonneville Power Administration is the region’s power 
marketing administration.
2. Electricity Generation
The Northwest accounts for just a small amount of total generating capability in 
the United States. However, the number of generators is relatively higher, due 
to a larger number of smaller generators in the Northwest.
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Other U.S. 
93%
Other US. 
94%
Northwest
7%
Northwest
6%
Number of Generators 
(Total us.; 10,268)
Generating Capability 
(Total US.: 696,059 MW)
Exh. 2: Number of Generators and Generating Capability 
(ElA, 1994c, p. 24)
A closer look at the type of generating capability shows that the major energy 
source for generation on a national level is coal (47%), whereas the Northwest 
relies heavily on Hydropower (84%).
Coal 47% Goal 10% Petrol. & Gaa 1%
Nuclear 6%
Nuclear 16%
Hydroelectric 16%
Total U.S.
(640,766 MW)
Petrol. & Gas 23%
Hydroelectric 
Northwest
(41,460 MW)
Exh. 3: Types of Generating Capability 
(ElA, 1994C, pp. 25-26)
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3. Financial Background
The electric utility industry Is capital intensive and requires large amounts of 
fixed assets to produce revenues; total asset turnover was 0.37 in 1992. This is 
the main reason why the industry was a natural monopoly for a long period of 
time. Furthermore, the business of electric utilities was not as risky as it would 
have been under competitive conditions. Therefore, electric utilities could accept 
a higher financial risk.
However, utilities could not finance their huge capital needs from internal 
sources alone. They raised large sums externally, making stocks sensitive to 
interest rates (Grant, 1994). Rising capital cost, together with uncertain 
demand, led to pressure on profitability. In addition, regulators did not grant 
meaningful rate increases and profits dropped by 1.5% per share in 1992 
(Studness, 1993).
Capital was tied up in incomplete plants and excess capacity was 
developed. Credit ratings decreased significantly. By 1992, just about one 
quarter of investor-owned utilities were still in the higher ranks of Moody’s as 
well as Standard & Poor’s ratings. Further downgrading is expected because 
continuing deregulation of the industry leads to increasing business risk; 
average credit quality will decline and mergers become more likely (Scotto, 
1993).
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However, the industry has learned from its financial difficulties and is reluctant 
to invest in new large projects. Instead, many utilities try to reduce risk by 
relying on non-utility producers for their new capacity needs. (Hyman, 1994)
Customer Sectors
The electric utility industry serves different customers. Those customers use 
electricity for different applications and therefore show different characteristics 
of demand. Customers can be divided into four main sectors:
Residential Sector: Private households and apartment buildings. Energy 
is primarily used for space heating, water heating, air conditioning, lighting, 
refrigeration, cooking, and clothes drying.
Commercial Sector: Non-manufacturing business establishments, like 
retail stores or restaurants. In addition to this classification, utilities can classify 
commercial customers depending on their annual usage within a specific range. 
The most important end-uses are lighting, air-conditioning, and space heating.
Industrial Sector: For example manufacturing, construction, or mining. 
However, utilities can classify customers depending on their annual usage. The 
industrial sector is characterized by a wide variety of end-uses.
Other: Includes, for example, public street and highway lighting, or sales 
to railroads and railways.
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The residential sector is the biggest customer sector for the industry. Although 
the industrial sector accounts for just a small percentage of all customers, it 
accounts for the biggest part of electricity sales. However, the industrial sector 
is not the most important source of revenue; revenues largely come from the 
residential sector. There are no significant differences between the Northwest 
and the United States as a whole with regard to customer structure.
HiMTbet (US)
nooMonlW
B7.»
Other 0.6% tnAatrWOiG* 
ConYnaroiallObQ%
Total US. 
(118,282 CXatorrarot
Sales (US)
RBBkJarMlel____
2 8 * ^ —  ------
Tottf US. 
(2,783348 Mo KWN
Number (NW)
O lh e ri.l* 
InclBlrlal 0.6% 
OotnnercW 113%
Northwest 
(4,706 CXstomere)
Seise (NW)
RgaMonUal
Ôlhor v3%
OcnmeraiatV
24% N /imâaifial
41%
Ncrttiwest 
(104333 Mo KWh)
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neetdentlal»i%
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 Residentlelk̂ 0%
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Northwest 
(«0,187 tyMHon)
Exh. 4: Costumer Sectors of Electric Utilities 
(ElA, 1994C, pp. 52-54)
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The importance of the different customer sectors as sources of revenue 
becomes evident with a comparison of revenues and sales. The residential 
sector is the most Important source of revenue, the industrial sector the least 
important one. The reason for this trend is the different rates utilities are able to 
charge their different customer sectors. The Northwest shows the same pattern, 
though average revenues per Kilowatthour are well below national averages.
Cent»
xmmm
itm iliin
imHÎSH
MW*******tRItI =iHHHHi:nStixUin'nti * * * * * * * * * * ****»**#*%%%nntxrmt * * * * * * * * * * *
Total U.8.
Rssltfential
OtiMr
Commarolal 
All Sector*
Northwest
ImdwctrimI
Exh. 5; Average Revenue per Kilowatthour by Sector 
(ElA, 1994b, p. 55)
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5. Industry Outlook
Electricity demand is closely related to economic activity; demand for electricity 
increases during times of high economic activity and vice versa. Another 
important factor is population growth. The following exhibit shows the influence 
of those factors on electricity demand.
Index: 1990=100
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Exh. 6: Energy, Population, and Economic Growth (1950-2010) 
(ElA, 1992a, p. Vi)
Within the two decades, sales of electricity are expected to grow moderately 
with about 2% per year. Electricity demand is expected to grow faster than the 
demand for other energy sources because the price for electricity will grow
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slower than the price for other energy sources. The residential sector is 
expected to grow slower than the commercial and industrial sector.
To meet the expected growth in demand, utilities will use different 
resources. Existing capabilities will be utilized better. In addition, electric utilities 
will increasingly buy power from non-utility producers. Furthermore, some 
capability additions will become necessary. Again, the Northwest differs 
significantly from the rest of the United States with regard to capability, because 
Hydropower plays a much more important role. (ElA, 1994a)
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Exh. 7: Planned Capability Additions 
(ElA, 1994c, pp. 29-30)
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A. Needs to Conserve Energy
Environmental concerns have become an Increasingly important factor In 
decision-making processes in the electric utility industry. They have many 
facets, like the nuclear power discussion, problems with transmission and 
distribution lines, or waste disposal to name just a few (Association of the Bar 
of the City of New York, 1972; Hyman, 1994). Electric utilities have to adapt to 
the growing public awareness regarding environmental impacts of their business 
and to changing regulations in this area.
Global Level
Within the past years, humankind realized that the resources it was using were 
not unlimited and furthermore that the use of these resources influenced the 
environment. Especially energy use patterns have long-term, global effects. 
One of the most dangerous ones is the greenhouse effect, global warming 
caused by pollution particles. Heat production, particulate production, and 
production of gases (especially carbon dioxide) are causes for the greenhouse 
effect. They also cause problems with the stratospheric ozone and acid rain. 
Electricity generation is a major contributor to these problems. (Devins, 1982; 
Burkhart, 1992; Hyman, 1994).
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The urge to face the problems becomes obvious, when one looks at the fact 
that approximately three-quarters of the people living in developing countries 
still do not have electricity. Furthermore, just 25% of the global energy-related 
carbon dioxide emissions today come from less developed countries (Motamen- 
Scobie, 1993).
Thousand»
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Total (Million KWh) Per Capita (KWh)
Exh. 8: World Electricity Consumption versus Per Capita Electricity Consumption 
(United Nations, 1993, pp. 422-436)
Developing countries contribute just a small percentage to the total energy 
consumption of the world and have lower per capita energy consumption
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levels^ than developed countries. Assuming economic growth in developing 
countries will take place, energy consumption will increase in those countries 
and environmental problems will grow. Therefore, the world energy balance has 
to change; the use of fossil fuels has to drop. Overall, energy has to become 
more efficient and renewable energies have to be used.
Public attitudes have also changed. Major projects which have once 
been associated with the blessing of economies of scale are now seen as 
threats to the environment and economic money pits. In addition, the public is 
demanding to become a larger part of the planning process. (Drouin, 1993)
2. National Level
The U.S. is the world's largest energy consumer as well as producer (ElA, 
1994d) and has one of the highest per capita carbon dioxide emissions 
(Motamen-Scobie, 1993). Legislation has recognized the problem. Increasing 
environmental regulations affect the decision-making processes of electric 
utilities regarding utility location, design, construction, fuel use, and operation 
(Ringleb, 1986).
 ̂ Per capita energy consumption varies significantly. Norway has the 
highest rate with 25,319 KWh, Cambodia the lowest rate with 8 KWh per capita. 
The United States have the sixth highest per capita electricity consumption. 
(United Nations, 1993)
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The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 requires environmental 
impact analyses. The Clean Air Amendments of 1970 and its revision of 1990 
require plants to reduce their air pollution. The Clean Water Act of 1972 and its 
1977 amendments require emission standards. The list of environmental 
regulations continues. In addition to these regulations, site approval legislation 
strengthened, especially in the Western United States. Decision-making 
processes took longer and costs of siting-projects increased. (Ringleb, 1986; 
U.S. Department of Commerce. National Technical Information Service (NTIS), 
1991; Berg, 1992).
Environmental regulations force utilities to take environmental factors into 
considerations when assessing proposed utility projects ("Regulators ", 1993). 
Building new generation sites becomes more difficult due to a "not-in-my- 
backyard-attitude" (Moeller, 1993). Overall, when planning a new power plant, 
utilities are forced by regulations to internalize externalities in their evaluation of 
alternatives. As a result, environmental costs can make building a new plant the 
unfavorable alternative. (Smock, 1992; Michaels, 1993; "Regulators". 1993; 
Moeller, 1993).
Energy conservation can help to reduce the need for new plants. It also 
reduces the reliance on foreign oil. Recognizing these impacts, the Energy 
Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 laid the basis for a new energy 
conservation culture in the United States. The emphasis of this act was 
residential energy conservation and several laws within this area followed. In
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1976, the Energy Conservation and Production Act moved one step further by 
developing incentives for energy conservation for electric utilities. The National 
Energy Conservation Policy Act of 1978 required the development of state 
residential energy conservation plans. (Moeller, 1993)
Another milestone in U.S. energy policy was the National Energy 
Strategy of 1991. Its objective is "achieving balance among our increasing need 
for energy at reasonable prices, our commitment to a safer, healthier 
environment, our determination to maintain an economy second to none, and 
our goal to reduce dependence by ourselves and our friends and allies on 
potentially unreliable energy suppliers" (NTIS, 1991, p. 2). Greater energy 
efficiency and enhanced environmental quality are important means to achieve 
this objective. (NTIS, 1991)
Energy conservation becomes increasingly important due to environmental 
problems caused by electricity generation and usage patterns. Legislation has 
recognized this need and an increasing number of regulations influence 
decision-making processes of electric utilities.
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B. Demand-Side Management as an Energy Conservation 
Method
1. Historical Overview
In the 1980s, unforeseen plant cost overruns occurred and most costs were 
passed on to the ratepayer. Consequently, state utility commissions mandated 
least-cost planning for utilities. This included mainly supply-side planning. 
However, due to a growing need for additional generating capacity, rising fuel 
as well as construction costs, and increased environmental awareness, 
demand-side management became popular. The combination of supply-side 
and demand-side planning became known as integrated resource planning 
(IRP). IRP is a planning and operating tool helpful to shape load curves, use 
existing assets more efficiently, and avoid some capital expenditures and 
financing costs on a cost-based screening process. (Rudden, 1994) IRP allows 
to take the full environmental impact of new generation into consideration and 
helps to choose the least-cost alternative for society (Smock, 1992; Michaels, 
1993; "Regulators”, 1993; Moeller, 1993; Rosenzweig, 1993). The increasing 
importance of IRP is also due to the fact that it is an important part of the 
National Energy Strategy (NTIS, 1991).
Demand-side management (DSM) programs started in the 1970s. However, 
utilities did not emphasize DSM because It tended to lower revenues and
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earnings under existing regulations. Between rate cases, utilities could only 
increase their revenues by selling more electricity because rates were fixed for 
that period of time. (Hirst, 1994b) In the early 1980s, under regulatory pressure, 
more utilities participated in DSM. By the late 1980s and with the full impact of 
least-cost planning, DSM was fully accepted and practiced in the industry.
Social concerns and regulatory pressure had encouraged DSM. However, the 
1990s with changing regulations and the promise of potential profits through 
pursuing DSM, finally see complete engagement of utilities in DSM. (Laros & 
Daly, 1992)
Demand-side management becomes increasingly important because 
utilities have to face uneven demand for electricity (load). Furthermore, load 
requirements change continuously depending on factors as time of day, season 
of year, or characteristics of the territory served by the utility. However, utilities 
always have to be able to match peak load. (ElA, 1992b) Traditionally, DSM 
was employed to reduce this peak demand rather than to achieve overall 
improvements in customer energy efficiency and to avoid or delay new capacity 
needs. (Smock, 1992; Hirst, 1992; Moeller, 1993)
Today, DSM programs help utilities modify the growth in demand and 
energy use, selectively expand customer services, and improve the use of 
generating resources. Generally speaking, DSM programs encourage 
consumers to modify their pattern of electricity usage, including the timing and 
level of electricity demand. The overall objective of most DSM programs is to
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provide cost-effective energy and capacity resources that help defer the need to 
build new power plants. (ElA, 1994). Utilities report DSM data to the ElA since 
1989. Energy savings through DSM nearly doubled in that time period, showing 
the increasing importance of DSM.
Exh. 9: Energy Savings through DSM 
(ElA, 1994C, p. 106)
2. Types of DSM Programs
utilities use different types of DSM programs, depending on organizational 
needs, market characteristics, strategic objectives, and system operating 
characteristics.
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Strategic Load Growth / Electrification Programs
They increase electricity consumption during non-peak times and invent new, 
efficient electro-technologies. Furthermore, they reduce differences between 
base load and peak load.
Flexible Load Shape Programs
This type of program offers customers either a price signal or another incentive 
to modify consumption according to the changes in the utility's cost of providing 
the power (i.e. real time pricing).
Load Management Programs
They reduce or shift demand at certain critical times and focus on timing of 
electricity demand rather than on efficiency. They usually have only a minor 
effect on annual electricity consumption (i.e. direct load control or interruptible 
load).
Conservation Programs
These programs try to reduce energy demand by promoting energy efficient 
equipment and building design. These high-efficiency measures use less 
electricity to provide an equivalent or greater level of electric service. 
Conservation programs account for the majority of DSM programs.
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Exh. 10: Peak Load Reductions by Type of DSM Program
(ElA, 1994c, p. 107)
3. Implementation of DSM Programs
The implementation of DSM programs into a marketing plan is possible with 
different mechanisms {ElA, 1994c; Battelle Columbus Division & Synergic 
Resources Corporation, 1984; Limaye & Davis, 1986; Ceilings & Chamberlin, 
1992). Advertising/Promotion attempt to inform consumers about DSM 
options through such means as brochures, bill stuffers, television and radio 
advertisements, or workshops. Broad and specialized targeting is possible, 
though programs in this area tend to be expensive.
With the help of Customer Education, utilities try to change their 
customer’s energy consumption patterns by general information about efficient 
energy use. Although a wide number of customers can be reached at low cost 
per customer, customer education generally has low impact.
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Direct Customer Contact involves installation of energy efficiency 
measures in the facilities of participating consumers by the utility. Direct 
customer contact allows a more exact and customized analysis of alternatives, 
but tends to be expensive. It personalizes the customer-utility relationship, but 
can lead to negative reactions from trade allies. Direct customer contact 
involves side specific programs such as walk-throughs, energy audits, building 
management training programs as well as design assistance or after care.
Utilities which employ Trade Ally Cooperation work together with, for 
example, equipment producers or retailers. Rather than addressing the ultimate 
customer directly, the point-of-sale is addressed, which tends to be more 
effective. The utility does not have to bear all marketing costs, but trade ally 
cooperation requires coordination and the will to cooperate from all involved 
parties.
Utilities employing Direct Financial Incentives offer cash or noncash 
awards to encourage consumer participation in a DSM program and adoption of 
recommended measures, e.g. zero-/low-imerest loans. Direct financial 
incentives usually address the costs involved with the installation of 
conservation measures and therefore lower existing installation barriers. 
However, direct incentives can be expensive and can also lead to negative 
reactions from ineligible customers. Regulatory agencies have to accept 
programs in this area.
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Rate Incentives can be a powerful mean to encourage conservation, 
although it can create negative reactions from ineligible customers and trade 
allies. In addition, regulatory agencies have to accept rate incentives, such as 
discounts or refunds on monthly electric bills in return for consumer participation 
In DSM programs.
The types of programs eventually applied significantly depend on the customer 
sector that they address. The residential sector is characterized by a relative 
similarity of end-uses and consumption patterns, making DSM with relatively 
predictable outcomes possible. Because per-unit electricity consumption in the 
residential sector is less than in the commercial and industrial sectors, DSM in 
this area is usually designed to achieve high-participation rates in order to alter 
the load curve of the utility system significantly.
Though most electricity consumption in the commercial sector is for 
lighting, air conditioning, and space heating, the relative importance of different 
end-uses varies significantly across consumer types. This diversity does not 
allow general DSM programs and hindered utility engagement in this sector for 
a long time. Recently, efforts increased with activities focusing on energy- 
management assistance, cool storage, lighting, heat pump, and water heating 
improvements.
The Industrial sector shows the widest variety of end-uses, 
technologies, and consumer sizes. Therefore, development of sector-wide DSM
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programs was slow compared with other sectors. Traditionally, alternative rate- 
design approaches have been the center of focus. Today, other DSM activities 
try to influence the consumption patterns of industrial consumers directly. 
Examples are rebates and free service for thermal storage, electro-technology, 
and advanced motor-drive activities. (ElA, 1994c)
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The Northwest
The Northwest is defined within this paper as Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and 
Washington. After a broad comparison between national and regional trends in 
chapter II.C. of this paper, this chapter will take a closer look at supply as well 
as demand characteristics of the Northwest and will describe power planning in 
the region.
1. Characteristics of Eiectricity Suppiy
The Northwest is different from the rest of the United States in some ways. 
About 60% of the Northwest’s energy resources come from hydropower; coal 
does not play an important role. Cheap hydropower is the main reason for 
lower electricity prices in the Northwest. Furthermore, it decreases the 
dependency on foreign supply of for example oil; though, it also increases the 
dependency on weather conditions. However, experts have indicated that 
hydropower resources are almost completely used, additional generation in this 
area is only possible to a small extent. In addition, existing hydropower 
generation has to deal with its impact on the environment (e.g. on endangered 
fish species) and therefore cannot adjust to changing electricity demands as 
flexibly as it could In the past. (IGF Resources Incorporated (IGF), 1994)
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With the development of the Columbia River Basin by the Federal Government 
in the early 1930s, hydroelectric power became the major source of energy in 
the Northwest. The Bonneville Project Act of 1937 created a new bureau within 
the Department of the Interior to build transmission lines and to market the 
hydropower, today called the Bonneville Power Administration. Because 
monopoly tendencies developed in the electric utility industry during that period 
of time, the BPA’s primary customers by law are public bodies and 
cooperatives. This strengthened the non-investor-owned part of the industry by 
providing low-cost energy. (Department of the Interior, Bonneville Power 
Administration (BPA), 1977; U.S. Department of Energy, 1981)
In the 1930s, voters could vote to permit their county or subdivision to 
set up so-called Public Utility Districts (PUDs). PUDs became an offshoot from 
the Bonneville Project Act, which focused the BPA's activities on publicly-owned 
utilities. The act therefore encouraged the formation of PUDs, which were 
formed primarily in Washington and Oregon. (Springer, 1976; U.S. Department 
of Energy, 1981)
The BPA plays a major role in the Northwest’s electricity supply system; 
in 1993, power sold by the BPA accounted for more than 40 percent of 
electricity generation in the Northwest. However, Bonneville only sells power at 
wholesale and not at retail. Guided by its role in the Northwest, most of the 
BPA’s electricity sales are to publicly-owned utilities, followed by the aluminum 
industry.
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Exh. 11: The BPA’s Bectrlc Power Sales by Customer Class
(Bonneville Power Administration (BPA), 1994, pp. 48-53)
Bonneville was not created for energy generation but had power marketing and 
transmission responsibilities. However, recently the BPA has been directed by 
the Federal Government to acquire energy resources sufficient to meet the 
needs of its customer utilities. {BPA, 1993)
2. Characteristics of Electricity Demand^
In general, electricity sales are closely related to economic activity; demand for 
electricity increases during times of high economic activity and vice versa. In 
addition, weather conditions influence the demand for electricity though this
® If not otherwise cited, information for this section was taken from IGF 
Resources Incorporated’s "Patterns of electric consumption in the Pacific 
Northwest region: A primer" (IGF, 1994)
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influence is not as strong; usually, warmer weather leads to an increasing 
demand and vice versa. (EIA, 1992b) However, due to limited air conditioning 
use in the Northwest and existing weather conditions, peak demand levels are 
the highest during the winter months when heating purposes dominate.
Heating Load 
Cooling Load
J«i Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jui Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Exh. 12: Average Monthly Load Levels
(IGF, 1994, p. 7)
In the Northwest, average as well as peak demand of electricity are growing. 
The gap between peak demand requirements and generation capacity is 
narrowing. Hours of peak electricity consumption usually occur in the mornings. 
Annual hourly peak demand occurs consistently on winter mornings. Major 
contributors to this trend are residential space and water heating as well as 
commercial office space heating end-uses.
* Power cannot be produced in advance and stored for the moment it is 
needed. Therefore, an electric utility must not only be able to meet total 
demand for electricity throughout an extended period of time but must also be 
able to meet peak demand needed during a very short period of time. (Hyman, 
1994; ICF, 1994)
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Exh. 13: Hourly Peak Consumption 
(ICF, 1994, p. 12)
The industrial and the residential sectors dominate electricity use in the 
Northwest. It is important to understand the characteristics of the different 
sectors because their relative growth can have a major impact on electric 
generating requirements.
Space heating and water heating are the primary end-uses in the 
residential sector, accounting for over 50% of electricity use. Thus, in the 
short-run, the primary factors influencing residential electricity consumption are 
weather conditions and equipment efficiency. Usually, peak demand is about 
twice as high as the average hourly load level, with a corresponding load 
factor^ of 50%.
® The load factor (ratio of average energy use to peak energy use) shows 
the difference between average and peak demand. (Hyman, 1994; ICF, 1994)
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Exh.14:
With an average growth of 3.4%, the commercial sector has been the fastest 
growing sector In recent years. Electricity consumption is dominated by lighting, 
space heating, and ventilation. As peak consumption levels are typically 
substantially above average consumption levels, the load factor is about 70 
percent.
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Exh.15:
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The metals industry, primarily aluminum smelters, is the most important 
consumer in the industrial sector in the Northwest. Hourly electricity 
consumption tends to be relatively constant, because many of the largest 
industrial customers have around-the-clock operations. The industrial load factor 
is generally around 80 to 90 percent.
Mdtais
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Exh. 16: Composition of industrial Electricity Use 
(NPPC, 1991, p. 228)
3. Power Planning In the Northwest
With the Northwest Power Act of 1980, the Northwest Power Planning Council 
(NPPC) was established as the regional planning entity. The Council operates 
in Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington. It is supposed to function as a 
public forum through which the Northwest’s electricity needs can be secured in 
an economic way, and the Columbia River Basin’s fish and wildlife can be 
protected. (NPPC, 1993)
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The NPPC is directed to:
Develop a 20-year electrical power plan to guarantee adequate and 
reliable energy at the lowest cost to the Pacific Northwest.
Produce a program to protect and rebuild fish and wildlife populations in 
the Columbia River Basin that have been affected by hydroelectric 
development.
Conduct an extensive program to involve the public in deliberations over 
power planning and fish and wildlife protection." (NPPC, 1993, p. 5)
The Council forecasts demand, examines supply options, adopts a least-cost 
resource plan, and pays attention to regional interests through Its public 
involvement process. Though the Northwest Power Act gives the NPPC explicit 
authority with regard to the BPA’s acquisition of resources, on the individual 
utility level, the Council influences decisions more through its analysis and 
persuasion. (Nybo & Hammarlund, 1993)
Furthermore, the NPPC employs a conservation tracking system, called 
NU-Trak. This system is a computerized data base of conservation information 
from the Northwest’s electric utilities. This information was first published in 
1993 and is now released on an annual basis. NU-Trak helps to measure 
progress in energy conservation in relation to targets, provides information to 
state utility regulators, and aids in regional power planning and implementation. 
(NPPC, 1994)
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B. Characteristics of Examined Utiiities
Even though the BPA is a major factor on the energy supply side in the 
Northwest, it only sells electricity at wholesale. At the retail level, the Investor- 
owned utilities are the most important players (EIA, 1994c). In addition, there 
are only six lOUs in the region, compared to about 75 publicly-owned utilities 
and approximately 80 cooperatives. In order to provide a relevant analysis of 
the impact of conservation programs on marketing within the framework of 
limited time and financial resources, the paper will concentrate on the lOUs in 
the region.
Six investor-owned utilities are operating in the Northwest. The following 
exhibit shows their headquarters. Two lOUs, Portland General Electric and 
Puget Power, are serving a relatively small urban area with a high population 
density, whereas the other lOUs are operating in larger, less populated service 
territories.
Investor-Owned Utilities in the NorthwestExh. 17:
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1. Idaho Power Company
Idaho Power began operating In 1916 (Moody's, 1993); Its headquarters are in 
Boise. Today’s operations are within a 20,000-square-mile area composed of 
southern Idaho, eastern Oregon and northern Nevada (Debbas & Medalie, 
1994) with a population of approximately 650,000 people. However, most of the 
company’s revenues come from Idaho. (Moody's, 1993). Idaho Power is the 
state’s only Investor-owned utility, being a combined hydroelectric/thermal utility.
Due to employment growth, Idaho Power added more new residential 
customers to Its system In 1993 than it has since the boom years of the 1970s. 
However, the commercial and small industrial sector accounts for the major 
source of revenue, closely followed by the residential sector (Idaho Power 
Company, 1994). The chemical and allied industries are the largest customers 
and account for 62% of the large industrial electricity sales (Debbas & Medalie, 
1994).
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Exh. 18: Idaho Power’s Sources of Revenue 
(Idaho Power Company, 1994, p. 19)
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Apart from general business customers, Idaho Power serves other utilities on a 
wholesale basis. Almost 24% of its total electricity Sales are wholesale sales. 
(Idaho Power Company, 1994)
2. The Montana Power Company
Montana Power is Montana’s only investor-owned utility. It is a combination 
utility, selling natural gas and electricity. Montana Power's headquarters are in 
Butte; it was incorporated in 1912. Montana Power serves a 107,600-square- 
mile area in Montana with a population of about 704,600. (Moody’s, 1993) 
Energy is mainly generated with the help of hydroelectric and thermal sources, 
though 28% of the resource mix is purchased power (Debbas & Medalie, 1994).
Montana Power is a highly diversified company. The electric and natural 
gas business is conducted by the utility division, accounting for 51% of 
revenues. Non-utility businesses (including oil and coal as well as 
telecommunications) are conducted through the wholly-owned subsidiary 
Entech. The independent Power Group is involved in the wholesale power 
business.
Wholesale sales are an important part of Montana Power’s electric utility 
business; they account for more than 30% of the company's total electricity 
sales. The electric division gained 4,753 new retail customers in 1993 and has
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now about 260,000 customers. It has added 15,700 new customers in the past 
five years with most of the expansion taking place in western Montana. 
Commercial and small industrial customers account for the major part of 
revenues, followed by residential customers. (The Montana Power Company, 
1994).
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Exh. 19: Montana Power’s Sources of Revenue
(The Montana Power Company, 1994)
3. PaclfiCorp®
Pacific Power and Light Company, incorporated in 1910, adopted the name 
PacifiCorp in 1984. In 1989, PacifiCorp and Utah Power & Light Company 
merged. The company conducts its retail electric utility business through two
® Information in this section refers to PacifiCorp as a whole. However, 
Pacific Power is the part of PacifiCorp that has its main service territory in 
Oregon and will therefore be the center of focus with regard to energy 
conservation.
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divisions, Pacific Power and Utah Power, and its power production and sales on 
a Wholesale basis under the name PacifiCorp. PacifiCorp is a highly diversified 
company, offering electricity and telecommunications as well as financial 
services. However, the utility division accounts for 74% of revenues. (Moody's,
1993)
The company serves Oregon as well as Utah and to a smaller extent 
Wyoming, Washington, California, Montana, and Idaho. It serves approximately 
1.3 million retail customers in a service area of about 153,000 square miles. 
(Moody’s, 1993) PacifiCorp is mainly a thermal utility, utilizing hydropower for 
just a small percentage of power sources. The company covers 16% of its 
power sources with purchased power. (Debbas & Medalie, 1994). PacifiCorp 
serves an increasing number of wholesale customers. In 1993, wholesale 
electricity sales accounted for more than 26% of all electricity sales. Residential 
and industrial customers account for the major part of the utility division’s retail 
revenues, closely followed by commercial customers. (PacifiCorp, 1994)
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(PacifiCorp, 1994, p. 28)
Exh. 20:
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4. Portland General Electric Company
Portland General Electric Company (PGE) was incorporated in 1907 (Moody’s,
1993). PGE operates in an urban area, serving over 620,000 retail customers in 
a 3,170-square-mi le area of northwest Oregon that contains a population of 1.3 
million. However, its service territory is comprised of 45% of the state’s 
population and 60% of the state’s economic base. (Portland General 
Corporation (PGN), 1994) PGE purchases more than half of its power. Thermal 
and, to a smaller extent, hydroelectric generation account for the remaining part 
of the resource mix. (Debbas & Medalie, 1994)
Until 1993, a significant part of PGE’s generating sources was provided 
by the nuclear plant Trojan (16% in 1992). Trojan began service in 1976 and 
was permanently shut down in January of 1993 due to cracks in the tubes of 
the steam generator. PGE decided to retire the plant rather than to invest in 
replacement of the steam generation system as a least-cost decision (BPA,
1994). Power formerly provided by Trojan is being purchased until new 
generation will be available in 1996. PGE currently expects to purchase 
approximately 57% of its 1994 load requirement. (PGN, 1994)
The wholesale business plays just a minor part in PGE’s electric 
operations. Just 8.8% of total electricity sales are on a wholesale basis. 
Residential customers account for the major part of retail revenues, closely 
followed by commercial customers. The largest industry Is the paper industry
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and allied products (Debbas & Medalie, 1994). However, a significantly smaller 
portion of revenues is derived from industrial customers, nearly one-third less 
than the national average. (PGN, 1994)
Residential 
ê2%
Commercial 
88%
Other
Industrial 
19%
Exh. 21 : PGE’s Sources of Revenue
(PGN, 1994, p. 48)
5. Puget Sound Power and Light Company
Puget Power is one of the two investor-owned electric utilities in Washington. It 
was incorporated in 1912 and has its headquarters in Bellevue (Moody's, 1993). 
The Company operates in an urban area, serving a 4,500-square-mile region in 
western Washington with an area population of 1.8 million. (Debbas & Medalie, 
1994; Puget Sound Power and Light Company (Puget Power), 1994a) Puget 
Power generates electricity, mainly thermal, and has added more than 700 
megawatt of additional resources in the past five years. However, it purchases 
65% of its resource mix. (Puget Power, 1994b)
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Wholesale electricity sales account just for 5.3% of all electricity sales.
However, Puget Power experiences a strong customer growth, it has added 
115,000 new customers to its systems in the past five years. The strongest 
growing sector was industrial customers with an average growth rate of 4.2% in 
the past five years. (Puget Power, 1994b) The residential sector represents the 
main source of revenues, followed by the commercial sector (Debbas &
Medalie, 1994).
Residential 
48%
Commercial 
34%
Other
■>52̂ / 8%
Industrial 
14%
Exh. 22: Puget Power’s Sources of Revenue
(Puget Power, 1994a, pp. 44)
6. Washington Water Power Company
Washington Water Power Company (WWP) is Washington’s second investor- 
owned utility, it was incorporated in 1889 (Moody’s, 1993). However, it is a 
combination utility, with electricity accounting for 73% of revenues and gas for 
21% (various non-utility businesses account for the remaining part). WWP
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operates in eastern Washington, northern Idaho, and to a small extent in 
Montana. It provides electric service within a 26,000-square-mile area with a 
population in excess of 700,000. (Moody’s, 1993). The company’s main 
generating source Is hydropower (33% of power sold), though it also has 
thermal generation. However, WWP purchases 42% of its power. (Debbas & 
Medalie, 1994)
31.3% of all electricity sales are on a wholesale basis. The wholesale 
business is therefore a major part of WWP's electric operations. Furthermore, 
Washington Water Power plans to extend its service territory and add about 
9,300 new customers to its system by acquiring electric properties of PacifiCorp 
in northern Idaho (The Washington Water Power Company (WWP), 1994). In 
1993, residential customers accounted for the major part of revenues, followed 
by commercial customers.
Residential 
46%
Commercial 
37%
Industrial
17%
Exh. 23: WWP’s Sources of Revenue
(WWP, 1994. p. 22)
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The following table summarizes information about the six Investor-owned 
utilities in the Northwest.
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Table 1 : Characteristics of the Investor-Owned Utilities In the Northwest 
(Idaho Power Company, 1994; The Montana Power Company, 1994; 
PacifiCorp, 1994; PGN, 1994; Puget Power, 1994a; WWP. 1994)
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C. Characteristics of Utility Conservation Programs^
The Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act of 1980 
defines conservation as "any reduction in electric power consumption as a 
result of increases in the efficiency of energy use, production, or distribution" 
(United States, Public Law 96-501, 1980, Sec. 3 (3)). This definition excludes 
programs emphasizing fuel-switching (for example from electricity to gas) or the 
timing of energy demand (for example interruptible power) rather than energy 
efficiency.
1. General Characteristics 
a. The Northwest
In 1992, electric utilities in the Northwest acquired almost 100 average 
megawatt (aMW) of conservation energy resources, contributing to a cumulative 
total savings of about 650 aMW from 1978 to 1992. The NPPC’s 1991 
Northwest Power Plan calls for acquiring at least 1,500 aMW of conservation
 ̂ The NPPC keeps track of the regions conservation efforts with the help 
of the Northwest Utility Conservation Tracking System (NU-Track). The regions 
utilities report conservation data to the NPPC and the data are published 
annually in the "Green Book". The analysis of conservation programs in this 
chapter is based on this publication. (NPPC, 1994)
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resources by the end of the decade.
Electricity savings peaked in the early eighties due to high savings in the 
residential sector. However, they declined rapidly in the following years to rise 
again in the late 1980s/early 1990s. Electricity savings reached a new regional 
record in 1992. Preliminary records for 1993 indicate a new conservation record 
at around 150 aMW.
aMW
100
■KM»
1078 70 80 81 82 83
RMldantlal : Commaroial ^ 3  Induatrial I Other
Exh. 24: History of Conservation Savings in the Northwest
(NPPC, 1994, p. 9)
Residential conservation programs started as early as 1978, followed by 
commercial programs in the early 1979, and industrial programs in 1984. 
Savings in the residential sector have been the highest with 352.4 aMW, but 
they have been extremely volatile. The high amount of residential savings in 
1992 is due to residential energy codes adopted by Washington and Oregon.
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The commercial sector shows a similar trend, though savings {154.7 aMW) 
have been significantly below those in the residential sector. Industrial energy 
conservation peaked from 1988 to 1990 due to a three-year program which the 
BPA operated for its direct service industrial customers, acquiring about 100 
aMW of conservation resources. When the effects of that program are removed, 
the industrial sector shows an increasing conservation trend and acquired a 
total of 38.7 aMW (without the BPA). (NPPC, 1994)
Re9ioentlal
Exh. 25:
Or her 
2%
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23»
Breakdown of Regional Savings by Sector (1978-1992) 
(NPPC, 1994, p. 9)®
® Numbers include Bonneville's direct service industrial customer program.
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Investor-Owned Utilities in the Northwest
A closer look at the conservation history of the six lOUs in the Northwest 
reveals the same general trends described above. However, there are some 
differences.
Idaho Power Company started its industrial conservation programs as 
late as 1992, although they accounted for one third of all energy savings in that 
year.
The Montana Power Company^ started relatively late with conservation 
programs, in 1980 with residential programs. Non-residential programs were 
added in 1987; they account for about 60% of the company’s total energy 
savings.
PacifiCorp s residential conservation programs account for 90% of all 
energy savings. Conservation programs in the industrial sector account just for 
a small amount of total electricity savings, too small to show as aMW savings.
Portland General Electric s residential conservation programs account 
for 60% of all energy savings.
Though energy savings at Puget Sound Power & Light Company 
followed the same pattern as in other parts of the Northwest, variations over 
time were not as strong. Savings increased strongly in 1991 and 1992.
® Fuel-switching was a minor resource (7% of total DSM savings) for 
Montana Power, one of the two combination lOUs in the Northwest. (NPPC,
1994)
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Commercial and residential programs were both started in 1979, with residential 
programs accounting for about 60% of all energy savings. Industrial programs 
followed in 1991 and became increasingly important.
At Washington Water Power Company residential conservation 
programs account for more than 90% of total energy savings.
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Exh. 26: 1992 Investor-Owned Utilities’ Savings by Sector
(NPPC, 1994, pp. 21-29, 35)
Conservation programs in relation to sales play a more important role at Puget 
Power and Washington Water Power. Furthermore, Puget Power is the leading 
investor-owned utility, with regard to energy conservation, in the Northwest.
Fuel-switching was a major resource (80% of total DSM savings) for 
WWP, the second combination lOU in the Northwest. (NPPC, 1994)
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Exh. 27: 1992 Electricity Savings versus Sales"
2. Specific Characteristics of Conservation Programs
The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) has a strong impact on 
conservation efforts in the Northwest. Not only the region’s publicly-owned 
utilities and cooperatives, which depend on the BPA for their energy supply, but 
also the investor-owned utilities are influenced by Bonneville.
No electricity sales for PacifiCorp are reported because numbers 
available refer to the whole company rather than to the part operating in the 
Northwest.
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Utilities that employ the BPA’s conservation programs for their retail customers 
receive reimbursements from the BPA. However, Puget Power is the only 
investor-owned utility in the Northwest receiving some of these reimbursements. 
The other lOUs rely primarily on Bonneville's promotional material. They benefit 
from the program's regional name recognition and from sharing program 
experiences as well as information among participants. (NPPC, 1994)
a. Conservation Programs in the Residential Sector
Conservation Programs in the Northwest vary significantly by sector and also 
within the different sectors^^. However, certain characteristics are obvious.’®
(1) New Construction
Especially in Washington and Oregon, state energy codes influence the 
implementation of conservation programs regarding residential new 
construction. They require electric utilities to make payments to builders of
Very few conservation programs are offered for other sectors than the 
residential, commercial, or industrial sector. Therefore, the following discussion 
will emphasize the three named sectors.
Table 10 in the appendix on pages 91-92 gives additional information 
about the conservation programs employed by investor-owned utilities in the 
Northwest.
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newly constructed residential buildings with electric resistance space heat and 
to offer design assistance. In general, conservation programs in this category 
address energy-efficient building practices as well as manufactured houses.
Bonneville employs the Super Good Cents (SGC) Program to encourage 
energy-efficient building practices. All investor-owned utilities, except 
Washington Water Power, employ a variation of the BPA's SGC program. 
Bonneville conducts a regional advertising campaign. Participating utilities 
receive promotional and technical materials as well as funds for advertising, 
marketing, and training. Trade ally cooperation is the main marketing instrument 
employed by the utilities, followed by customer incentives. End-uses that need 
to become more energy-efficient are heating, ventilation, and air conditioning 
(HVAC) as well as lighting, building envelope, refrigeration, and water heating.
In the first seven years of the program, about 40,000 Northwest homes had 
been constructed to SGC standards. Total energy savings in 1992 were 35,067 
MWh.
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ReaidsntiBl Conaervobon Programa 
New Conatructfon
Marketing End — U b m  ISavifiga
n i l
J i f
I I H H
MWh
Idaho Power Good Gents Site Built X X X 589
MPC Super Good Can la Program X X X X X X X 726
PacifiCorp New ReaiderrtiBl — Super Good Cent# X 10,148
PGE Super Good Cents— Single Family X X X X X X 615
PGE Super Good Cents—Multilamily X X X X X X 3.736
PGE Multi—Family Equipment Program X X X X X X 1.267
Puget Power nseidential Conaarvatlon New Conetruction X X X X X X 16,875
WWP Reatdenbal New Construction X X X X 1,111
Idaho Power Good Cents Manufaetured X X 885
Idaho Power Manufactured Home Program (MAP) X X X 1,644
PacifiCorp Manufactured Housing Acquisition Program X X X X X 4,270
PQE Super Good Cents—Manufaetured Homes X X X 558
PGE Manufactured Home Acquieition Program X X 1,546
WWP Manufactured Home Acquieition X X X 1 108
Total Saving#: 43,558
Table 2: Residential Conservation Programs in 1992 (New Constructiw)
(NPPC, 1994)
About 11,000 manufactured homes are built each year in the Northwest; 
about 90 percent are electrically heated, representing about 30 percent of 
electrically heated new homes. Idaho Power, PacifiCorp, PGE, and WWP 
employ variations of the BPA’s Manufactured Home Program (MAP). Trade ally 
cooperation is the main marketing instrument of MAPs. Programs address 
manufacturers and provide rebates if homes are built to MAP technical 
specifications. All of the regions manufacturers have agreed to build according 
to MAP standards. Some programs also offer incentives to owners of 
manufactured homes. MAPs address primarily HVAC and building envelope
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issues to Improve energy efficiency. MAP standards save the owners of 
manufactured homes an average of 6,000 KWh annually. Total savings in 1992 
were 8,491 MWh.
(2) Weatherization
Weatherizatlon programs provide incentives to homeowners for installing cost- 
effective energy-efficiency measures in existing homes. A variety of programs is 
offered by all six investor-owned utilities. All lOUs also offer low-lncome 
weatherization programs and pay either the full cost or part of the costs for 
retrofitting existing structures. However, these programs are usually delivered 
by local community action agencies. Rather than relying on trade ally 
cooperation, utilities search for direct customer contacts, for example with the 
help of energy audits. Customers receive direct incentives for the instaliation of 
conservation measures. Weatherization programs also employ advertising and 
promotion campaigns to a great extent. Addressed end-use technologies are 
lighting, buiiding envelope, water heating, and - to a smaller extent - HVAC. 
Weatherization programs saved 65,712 MWh of electricity in 1992.
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na«d«ntiai Conaarwaben Programa 
WaattiBrization
Marketing End-U### Savinga
lillli
i i n i
, { i f
f i i n i
MWh
Idaho PowMT Oregon Weatherization z X 7
MPC Energy Savinge Program It X X X X X 866
MPC E+ Paaidential Audit « X % X X X X 2.667
MPC E +  Lighting — Realdentlal X X X X S 196
PaeMCorp Caah AatMte and Caah Payment Programa % X X X X X 2 4 7 3
PaoifiCarp Zero Intereat Program Z X X X X X 641
PaciflCarp 6 1/2% Loan z X X % z X 146
PaoiNCorp Home Comfort z X X X X X 487
PaoifCerp Homa Enargy Analyaia z X X X X
PGE Multi —Family Equipmant Program X X X X X X 1.267
PGE Houaawarming X X z X 2691
PGE Single Family Energy Eftioient Lighting 29
Pugat Powaf Real dental Retrofit X X X X % X 36.769
Puget Power Readantial Ugftting and Appliancea X X % 3,170
WWP Reaidential Weatherization X X X X X 870
Idaho Power Low Income WeatherizaPon Aaaiatarw*# Program z X 1,076
Idaho Power Houaaawming z X
MPC Free Weatherization Program X X X X X 2 0 4 4
PaemCorp Low Income Direct Redete z X X % X X X 676
PGE Low Income WeatherlzaPon X X 624
Pugat Power Low Income Reeidential Conaervation X 1 X 1.796
Total eawnga: @9.712
Table 3: Residential Conservation Programs In 1992 (Weatherization)
(NPPC, 1994)
(3) Appliances
All investor-owned utilities except Idaho Power also offer conservation programs 
regarding appliances. They are characterized by low-cost conservation 
measures. The majority of programs in this area addresses water heating and 
low-flow showerheads. Conservation measures are either done free of charge
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for the customer or utilities offer customer incentives for installation of energy 
efficient measures. Other programs address lighting, refrigeration and HVAC. 
Within this area, utilities offer incentives to customers for installation of 
conservation measures. Appliance programs are highly efficient. In 1992, they 
saved 108,007 MWh of electricity.
Raaidential Consarvation Programa 
Appliancea
Marketing End—U m x Savinga
mil
l l l l l i
i l l
i l l l l l
MWh
PacifiCorp Haaala Free Guarantee X X rsLO og
PGE Water Heater Wrapa X X 7«
PGE Hot Water X X 1.023
PGE Rawdanbal Showarhaad Retrofit X X 10,909
Pugat Power Reaidential Water Heating Conaervation X X 3.240
Puget Power Water Heater Inaubtion Kite X X 20,736
Pugat Power Energy Saving Water Heat Maaaurea X X 92,773
WWP Low Flow Shower Head/Aerator DIatribution « X X 3,779
Pugat Power Raedantial Lighting and Appliancea X X X 3,170
WWP Compact Fluoraaeent Light Bulb Rebatea X X 270
MPC Ground Source Heat Pumpa X X X 289
MPC Comfort Conditioning X X X 162
Total Savinga: 100,007
Table 4: Residential Conservation Programs in 1992 (Appliances)
(NPPC, 1994)
b. Conservation Programs in the Commercial and Industrial 
Sectors
Almost all investor-owned utilities in the Northwest offer a variety of 
conservation programs in the commercial and Industrial sectors. WWP,
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however, offers only one program covering the commercial as well as the 
industrial sector. This program primarily addresses retrofit rather than new 
constoiction. Although the other lOUs offer more programs in this area, most 
programs address the commercial as well as the industrial sector. Some 
programs address new construction as well as retrofit. Furthermore, distinctions 
between different program types are not as clear as in the residential sector. 
Therefore, the following discussion covers commercial as well as industrial 
conservation programs and focuses on explaining differences where they exist.
(1 ) New Construction
Most new construction programs, especially in the commercial sector, follow the 
BPA’s Energy Smart Design Program, trying to achieve or extend model 
conservation standards. However, not only new construction but also major 
remodelling is eligible for some programs. All utilities work closely together with 
their customers and offer either direct incentives to their customers or 
incentives to designers and architects, or a combination of both. They provide 
assistance like computer simulation models, walk-through audits, operations 
and maintenance, and other services. In addition to the end-uses in the 
residential sector, conservation programs in the commercial and industrial 
sectors address motor drives, industrial processes, and demand control
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(Dethman & King, 1993). However, lighting is the most important end-use 
addressed by conservation programs in the commercial sector, closely followed 
by HVAC, building envelope, and water heating. In the industrial sector, motors 
and industrial processes in general are of increasing importance. However, 
most conservation programs address a broad range of end-uses, only for 
lighting and motors are there some specific programs. New construction 
conservation programs saved 97,790 MWh in 1992.
Cam in«re«VlnduBiriB l ConMrwmtian P foym m #  
N vbt ConatTMetiOfl
Marhating End-Uaaa Gmvinom
alilHjIli
MWh
Idaho Powor i D##ign Exoalianoa Award Program »
a
a_
i . X i . 4,70S
Idmho Pomme Pmrtnmrm in  Induetriml £/ISam ner r X X x_ Xj JL F x_ 4, see
MPC E+ (New) Sualnaaa Partner# i~ i JL JL X a94
MPC E+ Elaekrie Motor Rotaata Program \Z a X 311
MPC E +  Lighting Program for Comm. Building# 2L -J 7.809
PooifiCorp Enargv FIrUtnaaror—Com m eroial x_ x_ i x_ XI X JL 7,000
PooiTICorp Enargy FInAnaarar 12.000 x_ 1 205
PmoiRGon» Enmrgy FinAnmmmr— indtmirmt x_ x_ x_ JL JL X X 39
PGE Energy Smart Ooaign—Large Com m aroiat 1 01,023
PGE Energy Sm art D aa lg n -B m a ll Com m erolal 207
PGE CommareiaVinduatrlal Energy Elflolaney JL %_JL LL x_ JL 12,198
PG E Enargy Otnmtt O aaign- im /mtnm/ 1^ X 30
Pugot PofMif CommaroiaVlnduatrial Near ConaVuetlon X X X IX X X lZ 28.070
IToMI Saving#: 87.7001
Bold: C onaarm tton program a aapacially tar the Com m arotai Saator 
Umiiem: Conmmremtion progrmmm mrnttmoèmUyfoe thm Inàua&iml BmtÉor
Table 5: Conservation Programs in the Commercial and Industrial 
(New Construction)
(NPPC, 1994)
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(2) Retrofit
In general, most of the characteristics of commercial and industrial new 
construction programs can also be found in retrofit programs. However, there 
are some significant differences. Trade ally cooperation is an important factor, 
but rather than addressing designers who work directly with the customer, 
utilities address manufacturers of lighting equipment or motors. Retrofit 
programs address a variety of electricity end-uses, but motors and lighting are 
major applications of conservation measures. Retrofit programs provide more 
energy savings than new construction programs, 155,742 MWh in 1992.
Total Bavin a»:
CommarciayinduatriBl Conaarvallon Programa 
Patrollt
Marfcoting E fld -U ttM Gxvino#
l|l|l
i l
III II 
iflllllll
MWh
tàmho Powmr Pmrtnarm in  inautÉfiml Etfteimney X X X x_ x_ IX X 4,668
Idaho Pow af O regon C om m ercia l Audit Program X X X X x_
MPC E + (Relrafig Bualnaaa Partnera X X X X X x̂ üx_ x_ 11,360
MPC E *  Audlla — Com m arolal X x_ x_ X x_ X X 1 JL 301
MPC E *  ElaoMo Motor Aebate Program X % JL E. 311
MPC E 4  Llghdng Pro«pam  1er Com m . Buildinga i l X JL 1 7.689
MPC Light Coriearelen JL r 760
PaodlCorp PaoMo Emrironmamia X X X X X X IX X 647
P m a K o v Energy FinAnmmmr—induntriml _x JL x_ x_ X X X 30
PGE Com m oreial LlghW ngfVendor D eliearod X 6,170
PGE  1 OrAra Ponmr—Motorm Je x_ 269poe Drnfw Pommr—A^umtmblm Epaod Orinmm X X 9,562
PGE Deterred Malntananee 620
PGE C o m m ero M  A ohalH 11,999
PGE CommarolaVIndualrlal Energy Efflcloncr x_ x_ X X jX 12.196
Pugat Power Oommerolalflndualdal Lighting Conaervation X 20,177
Pugel Power CommeroiaVInduaWal Energy Managoment E, X X x_ X X 72,569
Puget Power Premium EEiolanoy Motor# Jt 490
Pugel Power Conaervation Partnera _x_ i X % X X JL i 2,978WWP CommerolaVInduetnal Energy Eflieienoy X X ÆJ X X X X X X 4,473
Bold; ConaorvaUan firearaina aa p a oially fo r lh a  C om m ato la l Saolar 
Haÿet: Commnmtlcft pfoaram * m w *c i» H y fe rtt»  m duatrM  Smctar
168.742
Table 6: Conservation Programs In the Commercial and Industrial Sectors (Retrofit)
(NPPC, 1994)
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D. Examples of Utility Conservation Programs
After the description of general characteristics of conservation programs in the 
Northwest, this section describes two energy conservation programs in more 
detail. Both program’s are based on an energy audit, followed by a customized 
report of recommendations, and the offer of cash incentives to customers for 
installation of conservation measures. The first described program takes place 
in the residential sector, the second in the commercial and industrial sectors.
1. Montana Power’s "E+ Residential Audit Programii14
The "Efficiency Plus (E+) Residential Audit Program" is a residential 
weatherization program. It primarily targets Montana Power’s electric space 
heat and/or electric water heat customers. Customers get to know about the 
program by bill inserts, direct mail, or - to a small extent - by commercials in 
newspaper, TV, and radio.
Montana Power works together with an energy service company. This 
contractor visits the homes of participating customers and performs energy
Information about this program was taken from the NPPC's "Green 
Book" (NPPC, 1994), promotional material from Montana Power, and a phone 
conversation with Deb Young (November 2, 1994), Manager of the program at 
Montana Power.
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audits. There is no direct charge to customers for the audit. Auditors check 
insulation, as well as windows, doors, foundations, and other places for heat 
loss/cold infiltration. They check the heating system for efficiency and thermal 
integrity, water heaters for heat loss, and lighting, refrigerator, as well as other 
energy users for possible savings. During the audit, auditors install low-cost 
conservation measures that immediately save electricity at no costs for the 
customers. Examples are low-flow showerheads. faucet aerators, pipe 
insulation, water heater wraps, and compact fluorescent light bulbs. In homes of 
Montana Power’s electric space heat customers, auditors also check for air 
leaks with a blower door. Install necessary air sealing measures, and provide an 
insulation analysis.
After the energy audit, participants receive a customized report with 
specific recommendations to improve energy efficiency in their home. This 
written analysis informs the customer about specific actions they can take to 
save energy in their homes and about how much money they can expect to 
save with the installation of electricity-savings measures. For the installation of 
recommended measures, Montana Power provides zero-percent financing for 
up to $2,000 and a term of 48 months. However, only about 20% of the 
participants of the program actually take advantage of this offer. Many 
customers finance the installation of conservation measures on their own.
Montana Power started the program in August of 1992. In the remaining 
five months of the year, 1016 customers participated in the program and 2,687
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MWh of energy could be conserved. For 1994, Montana Power expects 5,000 
participants. The "E+ Residential Audit Program" led to costs of $750,000 for 
Montana Power in 1992.
Customer Groups Residential
End-Use Technologies - HVAC
- Lighting
- Building Envelope
- Water Heating
- Appliances
Marketing Instruments - Advertising/Promotion
- Customer Education
- Direct Customer Contact
- Direct Financial Incentives
Effectiveness Savings in 1992: 2,687 MWh
Table 7: Montana Power’s ’’E+ Residential Audit Program’
2. Puget Power’s "Commercial/Industrial Energy 
Management Program"^®
The "Commercial/Industrial Energy Management Program" is a retrofit program 
in the commercial as well as in the industrial sector. The program has been in 
existence for more than 15 years and is well known among customers. Most
Information about this program was taken from the NPPC’s "Green 
Book" (NPPC, 1994) and from Puget Power’s promotional material. In addition, 
a phone conversation with Bob Banister (October 31, 1994), Manager of the 
program at Puget Power, added further input to the description of the program.
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customers get to know the program by word-of-mouth communication.
However, Puget Power also employs a small radio advertising campaign, where 
case-studies about conducted audits are presented.
Puget Power uses its own staff of engineers as well as outside 
consultants to conduct comprehensive energy analyses for customers. Usually, 
Puget’s own engineers conduct energy analyses in commercial buildings, 
whereas outside consultants perform the analysis in the industrial sector. In 
general, Puget Power's engineering staff performs the audit when their 
workload and expertise allows for it, otherwise outside consultants are hired. 
There is no direct charge to customers for the energy audits, they are either 
provided or fully funded by Puget Power. In addition, customers can conduct 
their own feasibility study, which is then basis for further reports of Puget 
Power. However, just a few customers use this opportunity. The majority relies 
on the knowledge of Puget Power or its consultants. However, some customers 
conduct their own economic analysis based on Puget Power's conservation 
analysis.
Conservation measures Include ceiling, wall, and floor insulation, 
insulated windows as well as doors, duct, and pipe insulation. Analysis of heat 
recovery systems is included as well as of water heating systems and heat 
pumps. Measures also involve lighting, HVAC, and refrigeration modifications. 
Furthermore, energy management controls, motors (including variable speed 
drives), and industrial process efficiency improvements are looked at.
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Following up the energy analysis is a report with proposed recommendations 
which is the basis for selecting the most cost-effective system modifications.
The energy proposal covers estimated costs of installation as well as energy 
savings. It can review the energy benefits of a single measure or several in 
combination.
In addition to this analysis of potential energy savings, Puget Power 
makes grants available for the installation of energy-efficiency measures based 
on installed costs, estimated energy savings, and life of the measure. Most 
participants of the energy audit use this opportunity. Usually customers that 
participate in the energy audit are extremely interested in cutting their electricity 
bill with the help of conservation measures. Furthermore, Puget Power tries to 
ensure the willingness of participants to actually install conservation measure 
before It conducts labor- and capital-intensive energy audits.
The "Commercial/Industrial Energy Management Program" started in 
1978 and saved a total of 310,798 MWh since then. In 1992, the program 
saved the most electricity of all conservation programs in the Northwest.
In 1992, 428 Commercial Buildings and 54 Industrial Buildings received an 
energy management analysis. Savings totalled 39,424 MWh in the commercial 
sector, and 33,145 MWh in the industrial sector, contributing to overall savings 
of 72,569 MWh. Part of the success of the program is due to the high 
investment of Puget Power. In 1992, costs totalled $17,638,683; $10,806,777 in 
the commercial sector and $6,831,906 in the industrial sector.
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Customer Groups Commercial/Industrial
End-Use Technologies - HVAC
- Lighting
- Building Envelope
- Refrigeration
- Water Heating
- Motors
- Industrial Process
Marketing Instruments - Advertising
- Direct Customer Contact
- Direct Financial Incentives
Effectiveness Savings in 1992:
- Commercial: 24274 MWh
- Industrial: 13166 MWh 
Total: 37440 MWh
Table 8: Puget Power’s "Commercial/Industrial Energy Management Program"
E. The Changing Role of Marketing
For a long time, electric utilities saw marketing simply as a support for sales. 
Due to historical developments, utilities were focused on earning a reasonable 
profit for their shareholders instead of providing the kind of electrical service 
their customers wanted. This point of view has changed. Electric utilities began 
to realize that marketing can be a critical instrument to create, satisfy, and keep 
customers. The growing importance of marketing is primarily due to increasing 
competitive pressures. It is not enough anymore to provide electric services at 
low-costs, services have to be tailored to customer needs. ("Customers", 1993;
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Murray, 1994c) Utilities also realize that electricity is more than a commodity, it 
is a specialized service, especially in the commercial and industrial sectors. 
(Murray, 1994a; Rowe et al., 1993) However, marketing stilt has not the 
importance it has in other industries. Too often, for example, market research is 
conducted in response to complaints of the salesforce and not as an ongoing 
monitoring and assessment of market trends. (Murray, 1994b) Furthermore, it is 
not enough to know customer needs, utilities also have to communicate and 
demonstrate their willingness to meet those needs (Pierobon, 1994).
A closer look at the Northwest shows that the described development is 
recognized by the investor-owned utilities. The following citations are from 
different annual reports of investor-owned utilities in the region.
"Tomorrow's utilities must be open to new technologies and a 
wide array of new energy services. In the more competitive world 
of the future, anticipating newly evolving customer needs will be 
crucial to success." (Idaho Power Company, 1994, p. 8)
"The key to business success is not to predict with precision what 
will happen five, 10, or 15 years from now; it is instead to assume 
that change is constant, anticipate it, and by virtue of having a 
"prepared mind", turn it into a competitive advantage." (PGN,
1994, p. 5)
"We recognize that first and foremost we are in the business of 
providing excellent customer service. It is our customers who drive 
our business success and add value to our shareholders' 
investment." (WWP, 1994, p. 6)
Marketing efforts are not always aimed at increasing sales growth, they can 
also be aimed at increasing customer satisfaction and spending less to serve
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existing customers. (Farha & Kamat, 1993) Conservation programs are a first 
step In this direction (Murray, 1994a). However, too often conservation 
programs were developed with limited customer Input and did not meet 
customer needs In the end (Murray, 1994b). Utilities realize that conservation 
programs can be a competitive advantage in times of Increasing competition. 
These programs make utilities more aware of their customers’ needs and 
wants. With the help of energy conservation programs, utilities learn more about 
specific end-use technologies, about customers’ fuel and equipment selection 
practices as well as preferences, about what It costs to serve their customers, 
and about pricing as well as how to organize their customer service. In short, 
electricity conservation programs help to tie customers closer to their utilities, 
an Important advantage in times of Increasing competition. (Stone, 1993)
Even though most Investor-owned utilities In the Northwest have 
recognized the necessities, only a few lOUs show concrete action. Washington 
Water Power especially recognizes the need to work together with their larger 
customers and Intends to help them to make their facilities more electricity 
efficient to Increase customers’ satisfaction with the company and Its services. 
(WWP, 1994)
Montana Power offers Its conservation programs under the common 
name "Efficiency Plus (E+)". Rather than confusing customers with many 
different conservation programs with different names, the company offers their 
conservation services under one roof. Montana Power realizes that offering the
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customer the possibility to conserve energy and communicating that in an 
efficient way is more important than presenting a number of programs the 
average customer cannot understand.
In September 1993, Portland General Electric launched its Power 
Smart marketing program to promote the wise and efficient use of electricity. 
Power Smart is a comprehensive marketing communications programs 
providing the company with a consistent marketing platform. Power Smart helps 
the customers to make informed decisions and helps PGE to improve customer 
service and to reach energy efficiency goals. (PGN, 1994)
For quite a long time, electricity conservation programs and marketing were 
carried out independently, sometimes even in separate organizational units of 
an electric utility. Today, the majority of DSM groups are located within 
marketing or customer service departments. (Laros & Daly, 1992)
Montana Power, for example, restructured its Marketing Department 
according to this trend. In earlier years, the department assisted customers in 
using more electricity. However, times changed and energy conservation 
became an issue. The Marketing Department was renamed into the "Energy 
Services Department" and its major objective became to sell the wise and 
efficient use of energy. For Montana Power, the customer is the focal point of 
all actions. To meet customer needs, the Energy Services Department works 
closely together with two other departments, overall employing about 75 people.
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The Market Analysis and Planning Department evaluates energy use 
of Montana Power’s customers to determine future energy resource needs and 
economic development opportunities. It tracks and evaluates growth in energy 
use as well as the amount of conservation possible.
The Energy Services Department develops and implements a broad 
range of programs to assist customers in efficient energy use. The department 
also responds to customer needs regarding utility services and general 
information.
Relationships with large industrial customers are handled within the 
Industrial Services and Economic Development department. The department 
also supports economic development activities in the region. (Penberthy, 1994)
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A. Summary of Findings
The Electric Utility Industry
At the beginning of the industry in the late 19th century, electric utilities were 
largely municipally-owned. In the early 20th century, the investor-owned, state- 
regulated monopoly structure of the industry emerged. However, with the Public 
Utility Holding Company Act (PUHCA) of 1935, publicly-owned utilities became 
another player in the industry.
In the 1970s, competition began to occur. The Public Utility Regulatory 
Policies Act (PURPA) of 1978 allowed non-utility generators to generate 
electricity and to sell this electricity to local utilities on a wholesale basis. The 
Energy Policy Act of 1992 created exempt wholesale generators with 
transmission access, allowing them to sell their electricity to distant utilities as 
well. The next step forward, retail wheeling, is already being discussed.
Energy Conservation
Environmental concerns have an increasing influence on the electric utility 
industry. Electricity generation has various impacts on the environment: its 
exhaust, for example, contributes to the greenhouse effect. Assuming that 
energy consumption in the developing countries will Increase in the future and 
will demand additional generating resources, energy conservation in the 
industrial countries becomes unavoidable.
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Legislation has recognized these Issues and several regulations address the 
problem area. In addition, public attitudes have changed and environmental 
awareness has Increased. Against this background, building a new plant can 
become the unfavorable alternative.
The electric utility Industry has recognized those new Impacts and 
demand-side management (DSM) has become Increasingly Important. DSM 
allows utilities to delay building new generating plants. However, even though 
DSM programs started in the 1970s, it took until the 1990s before utilities 
completely engaged In DSM. Conservation programs are the major component 
of DSM.
The Electric Utility Industry in the Northwest
In contrast to the rest of the United States, the electric utility Industry in the 
Northwest (Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington) relies primarily on cheap 
hydropower generation for its electricity supply. This characteristic leads to 
lower rates for electricity compared to the United States average. However, 
revenues per Kllowatthour are also well below the national average.
Although publicly-owned utilities play a more important role in the 
Northwest than in other parts of the United States, investor-owned utilities still 
provide the major part of electricity retail sales. However, the investor-owned 
utilities in the Northwest differ in some ways. Montana Power and Washington 
Water Power are combination utilities, selling electricity as well as natural gas.
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Part of their DSM efforts concentrates on fuel-switching. Furthermore, Portland 
General Electric and Puget Power serve a relatively small urban area with a 
high population density, whereas the other lOUs are operating in larger, less 
populated service territories. In addition, residential customers are a more 
important source of revenues for Puget Power, Washington Water Power, and 
PGE than in the electric utility industry in the Northwest as a whole.
Conservation Programs In the Northwest
Since 1978, utilities in the Northwest have employed conservation programs. 
However, the highest savings were reached in 1992 and preliminary data for 
1993 promise a new conservation record. Conservation programs in the 
residential sector accounted for most electricity savings, followed by the 
commercial and the industrial sectors.
A closer look at conservation programs of the six investor-owned utilities 
in the region revealed significant differences between programs for the 
residential sector on the one side and the commercial as well as the industrial 
sector on the other side. Table 9 gives an overview about the main 
characteristics of the different programs.
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Program Typsa |Marketing Instrumenta |Appiicationa Savinga
Reaidential Sector
— New Construction Trade Alley Cooperation HVAC, lighting, buiiding 
envelope, refrigeration, water 
heating
43,556
— W eatherization Direct Customer Contact lighting building envelope, 
water heating, HVAC
65,712
-  Appliances Direct Financial Incentivea water heating, low -flow  
showerhaads
100,007
Commerctal^lnduBtrial Sectors
— New Construction Direct Financial Incenbvea 
Direct Customer Contact 
Trade Ally Cooperation
lig h tin g  HVAC, build ing  
envelope, w a te r haaUng
m otor drivee, induetne/ proceee
97,790
— Retrofit Direct Financial Incentivea 
Direct Customer Contact 
Trade Ally Cooperation
lighting
motore
155,742
B o id : SpeoificB  in  th e  C om m m raiat S m do r
its/ice: SpecificB in  the induBtrial Sector
Table 9: Characteristics of 1992 Conservation Programs of Investor-Owned Utilities in 
the Northwest
The residential sector receives 32% of electricity sales. Space and water 
heating are the dominant end-uses in this sector. Three different types of 
conservation programs address the residential sector.
New Construction Programs concern newly constructed buildings as well 
as manufactured homes. Addressed end-uses for electricity savings are HVAC, 
lighting, building envelope, refrigeration, and water heating. Trade alley 
cooperation is the main marketing instrument employed by the utilities.
Weatherization Programs address energy-efficiency measures in existing 
homes. They primarily address lighting, building envelope, water heating, and 
HVAC. Direct customer contact is the dominant marketing instrument.
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Appliances Programs address primarily water heating and low-flow 
showerheads. Some programs ^so  address lighting, refrigeration, and HVAC. 
Direct incentives to customers are the main marketing instrument.
Although just 24% of electricity sales occur to the commercial sector, it has 
been the fastest growing sector in recent years. Dominant end-uses are 
lighting, space heating, and ventilation. With 41% of all electricity sales taking 
place in the industrial sector, it is the dominant sector in the Northwest. 
However, electric end-uses vary extremely. Rather than addressing these iwo 
sectors separately, the majority of conservation programs addresses both 
sectors.
New Construction Programs concern lighting, HVAC, building envelope, 
as well as water heating in the commercial sector and motor drives as well as 
industrial processes In the industrial sector. However, addressed end-uses vary 
widely. Incentives to customers, direct customer contact, and trade alley 
cooperation are the dominant marketing instruments.
Retrofit Programs address lighting in the commercial sector and motors 
in the Industrial sector, although addressed end-uses vary significantly. 
Incentives to customers, direct customer contact, and trade ally cooperation are 
the dominant marketing instruments.
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The Role of Marketing in the Electric Utility industry
This role has changed significantly in the last years. Marketing changed from 
being a pure support function for sales to being a critical instrument to create, 
satisfy, and keep customers. Furthermore, conservation programs became an 
important part of marketing, enabling utilities to learn more about their 
customer’s needs and to tie customers closer to their utility in times of 
increasing competition. However, conservation programs were carried out 
independently from marketing for a long time. Today, the majority is located 
within marketing or customer service departments.
B. Conclusions
The Northwest is known as ripe territory for conservation projects because per 
capita electric consumption is well above national averages, primarily due to low 
prices. (Marks, 1992) This paper examined the variety of conservation 
programs offered by the six investor-owned utilities in the region.
Customer Groups
The majority of programs are offered for the residential sector. This trend is 
due primarily to two factors. First of all, peak demand in the residential sector is 
significantly higher than average demand. A reduction of electricity demand with
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the help of conservation programs can therefore reduce generating 
requirements on a large scale. Secondly, dominant end-uses for electricity in 
the residential sector exist. It is therefore much easier for utilities to develop 
standardized conservation programs and address a high number of consumers.
However, conservation programs for the commercial as well as the 
industrial sector have become more important. Utilities have recognized the 
large conservation potential within these sectors and have realized that by 
addressing a few large customers with specific programs, energy conservation 
is possible in an efficient way. Utilities have also realized that conservation 
programs have become extremely important in times of increasing competition, 
because they help to tie customers closer to their utility company.
Applications
Dominant end-uses for electricity in the residential sector are space and water 
heating. Conservation programs in this sector address the building envelope to 
make space heating more efficient. They address water heating equipment as 
well. Programs also address lighting, refrigeration, and HVAC because energy 
efficiency for these end-uses can be improved with low-cost measures.
Primary end-uses for electricity in the commercial sector are lighting, 
space heating, and ventilation. They are all addressed by conservation 
programs, although lighting is the end-use addressed most frequently.
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The industrial sector is characterized by a variety of end-uses for 
electricity. A first categorization divides applications into motor drives, industrial 
processes, and demand control In addition to end-uses already known from the 
other sectors. At the moment, conservation programs address motor drives to a 
large extent. However, conservation programs in the industrial sector are just 
beginning to develop and will see significant changes in the next years.
Marketing Instruments
Marketing instruments employed by the investor-owned utilities in the Northwest 
differ with customer sectors. However, direct customer contact and direct 
incentives to customers play an important role in all sectors. Some conservation 
programs are also characterized by the use of trade ally cooperation as a 
marketing instrument. Other marketing instruments play just a minor rote.
This implementation of conservation programs is extremely labor- and 
capital-intensive. Energy audit programs especially require a large investment 
on the utility side. This may be justified by large energy savings for some major 
industrial customers, but justification of those programs for residential 
customers becomes more and more difficult. (Eckman, 1993)
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C. Trends
The future will see more conservation programs addressing equipment and 
system markets rather than the retail level. Programs will not address 
customers directly but will offer energy-efficient products. Especially for 
residential and small-commercial customers, energy-efficiency can be improved 
by offering energy-efficient equipment, such as lights, motors, or appliances.
Trade ally cooperation will become more important than direct customer 
contacts and incentives.
For the large-commercial and industrial customers, energy-efficiency will 
be reached by improving energy service systems, such as complex buildings or 
industrial processes. This part of conservation programs remains labor- and 
cost-intensive, but also promises larger individual payoffs. (Hirst, 1994a; NPPC, 
1993)^®
Another important means to make conservation programs less labor- and cost­
intensive is teamwork between utilities and so-called energy service companies 
(ESCOs). ESCOs work together with larger commercial and industrial 
customers In achieving more energy efficiency. Utilities often provided only 
incentives for the installation of conservation measures, but did not pay much
Information regarding alternative approaches for energy conservation 
was also provided by Robert Lafferty, Manager DSM of WWP, in a phone 
conversation on September 27, 1994.
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attention to maintenance of the equipment. ESCOs work together with the 
customer on a long-term basis and therefore ensure long-term savings. Utilities 
pay for the actual energy savings and leave risk and uncertainty to the ESCG. 
The importance to ESCOs vwll continue to grow. (Seeley, 1991)’^
With all the non-quantifiable advantages of conservation programs, especially in 
times of competition, utilities still emphasize the need to be the low-cost 
provider of electricity. Minimizing costs of conservation programs becomes 
increasingly important, because there is a question of whether utilities that are 
concerned with short-term rate competitiveness will continue to invest in long­
term conservation plans (Studness, 1993). (Hirst, 1994a; NPPC, 1993)
Even though needs for energy conservation exists, the past has shown 
that concrete action just takes place when legislation and regulatory frameworks 
encourage it. Today, increasing competition and cost-pressure begin to 
contradict the industry's engagement in conservation programs. However, 
conservation programs will continue to exist, but they will be more cost- 
effective, closer to customer needs, and more diverse than today’s programs.
Information on ESCOs was also provided by Jan Louisse, Senior 
Engineer in Puget Power’s Conservation Services in a phone conversation on 
October 31, 1994.
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Appendix
ConMrvation Programs taotor Martcging Applioation Savin 0#
III i
ijlll
lifll III li
rtWh
Idaho Powar Com pany
Good CoNm 8 *e  Buitt X X Û X X a 688Good Conta Mamulaetumd X a X 369
Low imoomo WaathoriaaOon AaaiPamoo Program X a 1,078
Houaawarrrring X a
Orsgon Waathoriaation a X 7
Oaaign Ejcesllonco Award Program X X X a a X a a a a 4.709
Parmara In Indwatrlal EIDolaney X X X X a X X X a a 4,968
Oragon Qommoroiat Audit Program K a a X a a X X
Manwfaoturad Homo Progam  (MAP) m X a X a 1.644
1 Total Bavinga: 1E.884
|Tho M ontana Puwar Com pany |
Enargy Bavinga Program 11 X a a X X a 869
Bupar Good C an# Program s X X a a X X a 726
Frao Waathariaadon Program m a X X X a 2,044
Ground Bouroa Haat Pumpa m a X » E 288
E+ (RatrofiO BuPnaaa Part norm X X a a X a a X X X a a X 11,366
E+ (Now) Bwainaaa Partnara X X X a X a a X a 284
Et- AuddB — Commaroial X a X a X a a a X a 331
E+ Etaotrio Motor Aabata Progam r X X X X X X X X 311
E+ UghOnp Program for Comm. Bwildinga X X X X X X a 7,688
Light Convaroion X a a a 780
E+ Paaidamlal Audit X * * * * X a a X 2667
I f  Ughdno -  Paaldanilal X a a a X a 2186
Comfort CondWoniha X a a X X 162
1 Total Saving»: SO. BOO
IPtMtSICPfP .................
Now AoaldafMai -  Sugar Good Canto X * a 10.146
Waaala Praa Guarantaa X X X a 2066
Caah Aabata and Caah Payment Progam# X * a a a a X 2473
Low Imooma DIraet Aabata X * a a X X a X 876
Zero Intareat Program X a a X a a a 641
S t a »  Loan 2L a_ a. x_ _a_ a_ a_ 146
Enggy FlnAmmer-Commerefal JL i a. X JL x_ .X. JL JL 7.060
Enggy PlnAnewg 12:000 x_ x_ X. X JL a_ 299
Paedlo Biwlrenmanw K_ x_ j r jii X. T a. a a_z JL JL 647
Enggy PInArtawg-Indualrtai JL j r 1 X. __l a_ a_ a_ a JL JL JL JL 36
Mamufaoturad Houalng AeguMMen Program 2̂ JL JL aj JL a_ 4.270
Homo Comfort JL Ï a_ JL xj JL JL 437
Homa Enggy Anahrala x_̂ a JL a JL JL
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Conservation Programs Sector Type Marketing application Bavin ga
ill1,
Iflfl
ill .Iff | li l l f l l l l l
RWh
Portland Ganaral Etaotrio
Supar Good Cants Singla Family X m X X X X X X «15
eupar Good Cants Multllfemlly X X X X X X X X 3.738
Supar Good Cants—Manuteeturad Homaa X X X ' % X 868
IduW—Family Equipment Program X X X X X X X X X 1,287
Low Income Waatharizatfon X X X X «24
Houaawarming X X X X X X 3,831
Water Master Wraps X X X X 78
Hot Water X X X X 1,823
Raaidantial Bhowmrtiaad Retrofit X X X X 18,589
Single Family Energy Efficient Lighting X X 29
Energy Smart Oaaign—Large Commaroial X X X X 81,823
Energy Smart Oaaign—Small Commercial X X X X 207
Commercial Lighting/Vendor Deliverad X X X « X L 8,170
Orlva Power—Motors X X X X X 269
Driva Powar -  Ad|uatabla Speed Orivea X X X X X 2,592
Dafarrad Maintenance X X X X X - 820
Commercial Retrofit X X X 11,859
CommerciaVIn duatrlsl Energy Elfieieney X X X X X X X X X X X X X 12,198
Energy Smart Oaaign— Industrial X X X X 7 86
Manufactured Homa Acquisition Program X X X X X 108
1 Total Savings: 88,320
iPuaat Pow ar & Light Company
RePdantal Ratroflt X X X X * X x' X 39,788
Lew Income Raaidantial Censenrstlen X X X X 1,788
Raaidantial Conaarvatlen Now Conatruotlen X X X K. X X X X 18.875
Raaidantial Watar Haadng Conaarvatlen X X X X 3,248
Watar Haatar tnau laden Kite X X X K 20.738
Enargy Saving Watar Heat Meaaurea X X X X 92.773
Raaidantial Lighting and Appllaneaa X X X X X * 3,170
Commardatflnduatrtal Lighting Conservation X X. 2. X JL ?. 20.177
Commarelatflnduatftal Energy Management X X K X X X X X X X X 72.588
Commarolatflnduatrtal Now Cenadueden X X K X X X X X .* X X X 28,370
Premium Elflotaney Meters X X X X X X 490
Conservation Partnara X X X X X 2. 2 2 . X X X X 4.473
1 Total Savings: aSd.4S7
1 W ashington Water Powar C em eany .]
Raaldandal Weatharlxatlen x_ JL JL 1 X j 2 X. 870
Low Flow Shower Haad/Aarater Dlatribuden x_ 2L2L JL n 2 3.779
Cemoaot Flueraaeent Light Bulb Radataa x_ x_ n 278
Raddandal New Construction x_ x_ x_2Ln 2L x_ 1.111
Manufactured Homa Aegulsltlon x_ JL j j x_ x_ 108
Cemmeroialflnduatrlal Energy Efflolanov X X X X X j 2 . X X IÇ, x_ x_ 2 4.473
Total Savings: 10,8191
Total Energy Savlnga of all Investor-Owned Utilities In the Northwest ----------
Table 10: Conservation Programs of lnveslor»Owned Utilities In the Northwest in 1992
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